Maximum or minimum entropy production? How to select a necessary criterion of stability for a dissipative fluid or plasma.
Ten necessary criteria for stability of various dissipative fluids and plasmas are derived from the first and the second principle of thermodynamics applied to a generic small mass element of the system, under the assumption that local thermodynamic equilibrium holds everywhere at all times. We investigate the stability of steady states of a mixture of different chemical species at the same temperature against volume-preserving perturbations. We neglect both electric and magnetic polarization, and assume negligible net mass sources and particle diffusion. We assume that both conduction- and radiation-induced heat losses increase with increasing temperature. We invoke no Onsager symmetry, no detailed model of heat transport and production, no "Extended Thermodynamics," no "Maxent" method, and no "new" universal criterion of stability for steady states of systems with dissipation. Each criterion takes the form of--or is a consequence of--a variational principle. We retrieve maximization of entropy for isolated systems at thermodynamic equilibrium, as expected. If the boundary conditions keep the relaxed state far from thermodynamic equilibrium, the stability criterion we retrieve depends also on the detailed balance of momentum of a small mass element. This balance may include the nablap-related force, the Lorenz force of electromagnetism and the forces which are gradients of potentials. In order to be stable, the solution of the steady-state equations of motion for a given problem should satisfy the relevant stability criterion. Retrieved criteria include (among others) Taylor's minimization of magnetic energy with the constraint of given magnetic helicity in relaxed, turbulent plasmas, Rayleigh's criterion of stability in thermoacoustics, Paltridge 's maximum entropy production principle for Earth's atmosphere, Chandrasekhar' minimization of the adverse temperature gradient in Bénard's convective cells, and Malkus' maximization of viscous power with the constraint of given mean velocity for turbulent shear flow in channels. It turns out that characterization of systems far from equilibrium, e.g., by maximum entropy production is not a general property but--just like minimum entropy production--is reserved to special systems. A taxonomy of stability criteria is derived, which clarifies what is to be minimized, what is to be maximized and with which constraint for each problem.